2018-19 OSSAA FALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

SEPTEMBER

22: CHEERLEADING STATE (ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY - TULSA)

OCTOBER

4-5-6: FALL BASEBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES A-B (EDMOND MEMORIAL AND EDMOND SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOLS)
4-5-6: FAST-PITCH SOFTBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 3A-2A-A-B (FINALS AT FIRELAKE BALLFIELDS IN SHAWNEE)
5-6: VOLLEYBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 4A-3A (NEWCASTLE AND MOORE HIGH SCHOOLS)
15-16: VOLLEYBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A (HERITAGE HALL AND CROSSINGS CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS)
20: CROSS COUNTRY STATE MEETS – CLASSES 4A-3A-2A (GORDON COOPER VO-TECH IN SHAWNEE)
27: CROSS COUNTRY STATE MEETS – CLASSES 6A-5A (EDMOND SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL)

NOVEMBER

2-3: GAME DAY STATE (DEER CREEK AND MOORE HIGH SCHOOL)
16-17: FOOTBALL STATE SEMI-FINALS – CLASSES 6A1-6A2 (SITES TBD)
23-24: FOOTBALL STATE SEMI-FINALS – CLASSES 5A-4A-C (SITES TBD)
30: FOOTBALL STATE FINALS – CLASSES 6A1-6A2-5A-4A-C (SITES TBD)

DECEMBER

1: FOOTBALL STATE FINALS – CLASSES 6A1-6A2-5A-4A-C (SITES TBD)
7-8: FOOTBALL STATE FINALS – CLASSES 3A-2A-A-B (SITES TBD)
2017-18 OSSAA WINTER STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

FEBRUARY

2: ACADEMIC BOWL STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS – ALL CLASSES (REDLANDS CC IN EL RENO)
8-9: DUAL STATE WRESTLING – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A-3A
15-16: STATE SWIM MEETS – CLASSES 6A-5A
22-23: TEAM STATE WRESTLING – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A-3A
28: BASKETBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES A-B

MARCH

1-2: BASKETBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES A-B (4 FINALS ON SATURDAY AT THE STATE FAIR ARENA)
7-8-9: BASKETBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 4A-3A-2A (6 FINALS ON SATURDAY AT THE STATE FAIR ARENA)
7-8-9: BASKETBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A (4 FINALS ON SATURDAY AT ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY)
2017-18 OSSAA SPRING STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

APRIL

4-5-6: STATE SPEECH AND DEBATE CHAMPIONSHIPS – ALL CLASSES (SITE - TBD)
30: SLOW-PITCH SOFTBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 3A-2A-A
(FIRELAKE BALLFIELDS IN SHAWNEE)

MAY

1: SLOW-PITCH SOFTBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A
(FIRELAKE BALLFIELDS IN SHAWNEE)
2-3-4: BASEBALL STATE TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES A-B (FINALS ON SATURDAY AT SITES TBD)
3-4: STATE TRACK MEETS – CLASSES 4A-3A-2A-A (WESTERN HEIGHTS AND CATOOSA HIGH SCHOOLS)
3-4: GIRLS STATE TENNIS TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A-3A (FINALS ON SATURDAY AT OKC TENNIS CENTER)
6-7: BOYS STATE GOLF TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A-3A-2A (SITES - TBD)
10-11: STATE TRACK MEETS – CLASSES 6A-5A (MOORE HIGH SCHOOL)
10-11: SOCCER STATE FINALS – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A BOYS AND GIRLS (SITES - TBD)
10-11: BOYS STATE TENNIS TOURNAMENTS – CLASSES 6A-5A-4A (FINALS ON SATURDAY AT OKC TENNIS CENTER)